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Consider metrics that measure
how a piece of tech contributes to
sustainability objectives
(e.g. number of pages not printed).
Innovation is wider than just creating
a new blockchain code. An innovation
metric can change team culture by
introducing skills, such as iterating.
Companies can measure risk ROI by
looking at where human intervention
is reduced – a metric easily
obtainable from ContractPodAi’s
automation of risk-related activities.

Digital transformation can be exciting – all shiny tools and
promising buzz – but how do we know if it’s a “success”?
We gathered together in-house legal experts from leading
companies, so that they could tell us what successful digital
transformation looked like for their departments. What did
they measure? How did they measure it? And what advice
do they have for those who need to tackle the people
challenges? Of course, much legal digital transformation is
inseparable from contract management, and our sponsor,
ContractPodAi, definitely leads in the contract lifecycle
management (CLM) space. Their intuitive, AI-powered CLM
platform, developed by legal experts, enables legal teams
to streamline contracting while remaining compliant.
Features, such as the template library and automated
workflows, offer proven time savings and efficiencies.
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Identifying Key Metrics
Top performing corporates have
a myriad of ways to measure the
impact of automation and digital
transformation, including user
satisfaction,
time
to
implementation,
financial
impact, and cost reduction. We
were curious about what metrics
our panellists use.

One critical metric, according to
Philip Hall, Senior Legal Counsel at
Royal Bank of Scotland, involves
maximising the data and the data
analytics from existing tools. “We
recently implemented a legal spend
management tool, aligning it with
the refresh of our legal panel,”
Philip said. “It’s not just based on
how to reduce spend from a legal
perspective, but also how you are
going to maximise data and
analytics coming from it. We now
track things, such as whether they
are performing at diversity inclusion
level. And it breaks things down,
like ‘what lawyers are doing what?’
and ‘Is this the way in which we
want our law firm to operate?’”
As a multinational enterprise, Nestlé
has legal departments in a hundred
countries. It uses two metrics,
according to David Campos Pavon,
General Counsel, Chief Group Data
Privacy Officer, and VP at Nestlé.

“We have one that shows us
geographical coverage — the
countries and markets in which our
tools are implemented for contract
management, matter management,
and contract automation, etc.,”
David said. They also use another —
more numeric — metric centring
around how much content is
generated and automated: “So,
financial metrics that will allow us
to translate this use in efficiencies
— not just in legal but throughout
the company,” he added. Such
company-wide efficiencies are
easy to demonstrate with a solution
like ContractPodAi, which —
recognising that roles across an
organisation are instrumental to
contracting — automates every
stage in the lifecycle, and enables
users throughout a company to
build and manage contracts.
A third, rather inventive metric used
by Nestlé measures contribution to
sustainability objectives — with
tools to quantify, for example, how
many pages were not printed today
because of the adoption of
DocuSign. “We use electronic
signature for 4,000 documents per
day at the global level,” David said.
“If every document is two or three
pages, and you multiply the number
of pages, then you have the number
of trees you’re not consuming.”
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PROFESSIONALS
WHO ATTENDED
THE SESSION

Poll results:
is the main
1 What
reason legal digital
transformations fail?

38%

Poorly defined
outcomes and
measurements
28%	Right stakeholders not
being engaged
13%	
Problem not properly
defined
13%	
Employee resistance
5%	
Lack of communication
3%	
Lack of plan and
timelines
legal
2 Which
transformation
automation/digital
metric

do you think is the most
important to track?

51%

User adoption
and employee
experience
38%	Financial impact and
cost reduction
5%

Time to implementation

5%

Risk mitigation
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For Richa Kaul, Chief Strategy
Officer at ContractPodAi, legal
transformation metrics can be
placed into buckets. First, there’s
the efficiency bucket. “There are
things, like how long is your endto-end contract process taking you
now versus before? How many
pages are you now not printing?
How many legal requests are
coming in through your new
contract management platform?”
Richa said. Then, there’s the
adoption bucket, which she sees as
a
good
tracker
of
actual
transformation: “You look at things
like how many times are people
using this? And the converse: how
many requests are still coming in
through email? And how do you
continually minimise that and direct
them towards the platform? Or
how many documents are still
being signed in a certain way?”
Richa’s
suggestions
definitely
resonated with this particular
audience. When we polled them on
which automation or digital
transformation metric was the most
important to track, an overwhelming
51% pointed to user adoption and
employee experience.

And before people embark on
digital transformation, they should
define their function and business
outcomes, advised James May,
Operations Legal Counsel at CocaCola. (There was no argument from
attendees here: 38% pointed to
poorly defined outcomes as the
main
reason
for
digital
transformation failure.) “You want
clear relationships between the
metrics you’re coming up with
against those outcomes,” James
said. “To find out what’s important
to the board, the budget holders, or
the decision-makers, open up
conversations with them early on
and keep that close link between
what you’re measuring for against
the outcomes interesting to them.”
The
difficulty
in
measuring
innovation can make it a risky
venture. David drew a distinction
between core processes — matter
management
and
contract
management – where they don’t
want any risk and, therefore, have
strong partners. Then, there are
tools that they use with an
innovation mindset, such as AI and
predictive analytics. James talked
about how Coca-Cola puts money
into projects with parties that can
help the company be innovative.
“There are a lot of startups with
innovative ideas with which we are
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speaking,” he said. “In terms of AI
and machine learning, to get
results, you might need to siphon
money to smaller, less safe players
— or the disruptors.”. On this point,
Richa noted that some startups
have strong partnerships with IBM
Watson or Microsoft Power BI, for
example: “So, you get trusted
foundational technology while also
getting innovative flair from
younger players.” And it’s just this
sort of partnership that sets
ContractPodAi apart from the
crowd. Their platform applies the
powerful AI capabilities of IBM
Watson to the contracting process.
So, the system not only removes a
lot of the manual work, but also
offers features like
a powerful
search, which could not be done by
a human in the first place.
But, as Philip pointed out, innovation
is not necessarily about creating a
new blockchain code. Just having
an innovation metric can change a
legal team’s culture. “Doing things
like design thinking or process
mapping helps you with things that
innovation people are good at:
failing, iterating, ensuring a safe
environment, and getting feedback,”
he said. “It changes the culture from
purely legal specialists to ‘let’s think
about designing, implementing, and
trying new stuff.”
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People & Tech Talent Strategy
Getting your people and tech talent strategy right is a crucial
factor in the success of any digital transformation. Our panellists
shared their approach to talent, and how they dealt with the
difficulties of adoption and upskilling.

According to David, opportunities
to upskill must benefit everyone in
the organisation: “Make sure that
everybody understands that you’re
doing this to attract and retain
talent; you’re not planning to leave
anybody behind.”And it’s not just
about millennials, he said: “At the
same time that you are investing in
technology to be more efficient
and be more attractive for
millennials, you are giving everyone
the opportunity to upskill.”
While acknowledging that individual
upskilling was essential in order to
exploit the tech, James saw culture
as the most important factor in a
successful people and tech strategy.
“A culture that fosters trust and
openness — where people can
share success stories or what went
wrong, so others can learn from
that,” he said. James added that
people want to be assured that
more efficiency does not mean
fewer people: “In this space, a lot of
the work is around either automation
or self-serve. So, garner that trust
from users that automation won’t
keep them out of the process and
that self-serve empowers them to
get their jobs done.”

For Philip, it’s about “practicing at
the top of your license” and
spending time on the most valuable
stuff. “Lawyers aren’t replaced by a
tool; it augments their role to enable
them to do the right things, and the
most valuable things,” he said. Richa
recommended actually painting a
picture of what people could focus
on once tasks had been automated:
“Creating opportunities for people
to rise to that new level of challenge
based on what they now have time
for.” This idea of freeing up time for
other tasks is a key benefit of a
contract management system.
(When polled, 45 % of our attendees
said it was the most important
benefit.) It’s definitely the driver of
many
of
the
features
of
ContractPodAi’s
platform.
Its
contract automation technology
enables a view of the entire contract
database, which results in a quicker
journey from start to signature.
Also,
the
system
automates
mundane tasks and reimagines
previously complicated workflows,
leaving lawyers free to focus on
higher-value problem-solving.
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Poll results:
do you best
3 How
stakeholders?
engage
internal

50%

Develop digital
transformation
plans with their
input
25%	
Communicate the
project in terms that
resonate with them
11%	
Understand each
stakeholder group’s
individual KPIs
8%	
Prioritise the needs of
key stakeholders
6%	
Understand who your
stakeholders are
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Uncovering The ROI
So, once an automation or
digital transformation project is
underway, how does a legal
team go about assessing the
ROI? Did our panelist use any
criteria other than the cost
saving benefits?

Richa said one easy way to assess
financial ROI (the savings in terms
of things, like productivity or
outside legal spend): Create a
baseline for common processes,
such as processing a contract from
start to finish, and turnaround time
for different types.” She suggested
using
“that baseline postimplementation to compare the
two, to get an idea of how that
value is being driven.” Also, she
pointed out the impact of a
lingering customer-facing contract
on revenue recognition timing.
James pointed out that ROI on risk
management could be measured
on the basis of reduced reliance on
human
intervention,
too.

“So, a contracting process talking
about a proportion of the contract
records where no human was
involved, or a proportion where
certain control points were either
integrated or not considered,” he
said. When it comes to risk
management, ContractPodAi has
perfected the automation of riskrelated activities that would have
required human intervention and
mental
energy.
‘Obligation
Manager’ harnesses the power of AI
to not only automatically identify
and track obligations, risks, and
renewal terms, but also review
contracts in order to score business
risk and highlight problematic
clauses based on risk level.
It was a hangout — full of insights
and practical advice — that armed
attendees with lots of new ideas
around metrics to measure digital
transformation. The right contract
management system, such as
ContractPodAi,
makes
this
measurement easy. And let’s not
forget that legal departments are
still working remotely. For that
reason also, ContractPodAi has
proven to be indispensable, allowing
teams to negotiate and finalise
contracts directly on a CLM platform,
and collaborate securely with
customers and suppliers in real time.
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Poll results:
do you think is
4 What
the most important
benefit of a contract

management system?

45%
Frees up time

for other tasks
31%	
Alerts to contract
deadlines and timelines
automatically
14%	
Improves quality
of contracts
(risk determination)
7%

Other

3%	
Allows access to
contracts from
anywhere
long do you think
5 How
financial
it
takes to recoup a
investment
in legal digital
transformation?

41%
1 year to less
than 2 years
34%	
2 years to less than
3 years
14%	
3 years to less than
4 years
7%

Over 4 years

3%

Less than 1 year
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In partnership with
ContractPodAi

Legal Document Management Solution
ContractPodAi Cloud is the one legal platform that streamlines and simplifies in-house legal
processes, from the simplest to the most complex.
As the leader in end-to-end contract lifecycle management, ContractPodAi harnesses the
unrivalled AI power of IBM Watson and Microsoft Azure for leading corporations around the
world. With the platform’s robust, intuitive, and easy-to-use capabilities now extended to the
entire end-to-end legal lifecycle, it handles any use case, document type, and scenario.

https://contractpodai.com

OUR LATEST WHITEPAPER

How to Choose a Contract Management Solution
ContractPodAi®
Get to know the CLM market landscape, evaluate various solutions and
define your own individual CLM needs with this comprehensive guide.



FREE DOWNLOAD CLICK HERE

UPCOMING ALTERNATIVE EVENTS
JOIN THE CONVERSATION
ON SOCIAL MEDIA


www.alternativeinsights.co.uk
www.alternativeevents.co.uk

ALTERNATIVE HANGOUTS
→ A digital community space for the
professional services sector to socialise, learn,
network and interact.
View the schedule for our Alternative
Hangouts at www.alternativeevents.co.uk/
alternative-hangouts
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ALTERNATIVE INSIGHTS
→ The home of professional services
knowledge, insights and innovation
Accountancy | In-House Legal | Law Firms
| Management Consultancy | Real Estate &
Property
www.alternativeinsights.co.uk

